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Both the Telangana State Engineering, Agriculture & Medical Common Entrance Test (TS EAMCET) 2021 and Andhra Pradesh Engineering, Agriculture, and Medical Common Entrance Test (AP EAMCET) 2021 exams ...

TS EAMCET, AP EAMCET 2021: Exam Dates, Patterns
AP EAPCET is due to be held in August. So, students just have around 1.5 months to prepare for the exam. Boost EAPCET preparation with syllabus, books, pro preparation tips and more.

EAPCET 2021: All you need to know about syllabus, exam pattern, books, and preparation tips
Telangana State Council of Higher Education, TSCHE has again extended the registration date for TS EAMCET 2021 ... Physics along with Chemistry / Biotechnology / Biology as optional or related ...

TS EAMCET 2021: Registration date again extended, check new date here
A team of British researchers has demonstrated the viability of 3D-printed tissue scaffolds that harmlessly degrade while promoting tissue regeneration following implantation. These scaffolds showed ...

Novel 3D-printing resin gets into shape for tissue scaffolds
In a paper in Nature Chemistry, chemical engineers in the School of Basic Sciences at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland, investigate another number that must be reported ...

Community comes together to predict oxidation state of complex materials
Andhra Pradesh State Council of Higher Education, APSCHE has released the AP EAMCET 2021 exam dates ... physics and Chemistry as the main subjects or should have passed the diploma examination ...

AP EAMCET 2021 exam dates released, registration to begin on June 26
Steric congestion, rather than orbital interactions, is the driving force behind why C‒C and C‒H bonds contract as the number of substituents surrounding the carbon centre decreases, ...

Chemists reconsider C‒H and C‒C bond length rationale
Think of a moonwalk. The dancer moves backward even though they look like they are walking forward. In the quantum world, waves can do a similar thing: Backward waves move in one direction while their ...

Newly Designed Material Could Make Sound Travel Backward
Skoltech researchers and their colleagues from Russia and the UK investigated the safety and efficacy of new chemistry in antisense oligonucleotides used to treat spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), a ...

New components for oligonucleotide drugs show safety, efficacy in treating spinal muscular atrophy
Those who want to write both the papers-- for Engineering or Agricultural-- will have to pay Rs 1,600 as registration fee (Rs 800 for SC, ST, PH candidates). TS EAMCET 2021 will be held as an ...

TS EAMCET 2021 Application Submission Date Extended Till June 3
New paper posits that phosphine high in Venus atmosphere is not a biosignature of microbial life, but instead the machinations of explosive vulcanism from deep within this hellish planet.

Phosphine In Venus Atmosphere Points To Volcanics, Not Life, Says Paper
While this type of innovation may seem outside the realm of modern technology, several Duke professors have made such futuristic biomaterial implants a reality, including Ken Gall, professor in the ...

Healing wounds and regrowing bones: Duke faculty develop futuristic biomaterial implants
A new paper from a multi-institutional research team proposes CW Networks, a message-passing method that delivers better expressivity than commonly used graph neural networks (GNNs) and achieves state ...

New Study Proposes CW Networks: Greater Expressive Power Than GNNs
An unknown methane-producing process is likely at work in the hidden ocean beneath the icy shell of Saturn's moon Enceladus, suggests a new study published in Nature Astronomy by scientists at the ...

Methane in the plumes of Saturn's moon Enceladus: Possible signs of life?
Disclaimer ¦ Accessibility Statement ¦ Commerce Policy ¦ Made In NYC ¦ Stock quotes by finanzen.net CHICAGO, July 12, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- According to the new market research report "Solvent Based ...

Solvent Based Adhesives Market worth $8.5 Billion by 2026 - Exclusive Report by MarketsandMarkets™
Chemistry matters. Join us to get the news you need. Yes! I want to get the latest chemistry news from C&EN in my inbox every week. ACS values your privacy. By submitting your information, you are ...

EPA Green Chemistry Challenge Awards announced
An interdisciplinary team of Cornell and Harvard University researchers developed a machine learning tool to parse quantum matter and make crucial distinctions in the data, an approach that will help ...

Machine learning tool sorts the nuances of quantum data
The Engineering, Agriculture and Medical Common Entrance Test (EAMCET) is likely to start in August first week provided the online slots are available with Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), that ...

EAMCET likely in August first week
Since the EAMCET or some kind of entrance test is mandatory to decide the merit for admissions into professional courses, officials are also looking into the option of reducing the qualifying ...
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